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           BRUSSELS, Belgium –I’ve fallen in love this morning with     
                          another  Canadian –  gosh, there are so many

talented Canadians living all over the world today –  by the name of  Nicolas 
Ruel. 

Let me share with you a little bit about him: He is a brilliant photographer 
who has traveled  all-over-the-world taking the most beautiful images of all 

the most amazing cities you would ever want to visit and see.

  I imagine that he probably sits at his desk, then spins the globe, and  snap! 
he is off on an assignment to some beautiful place in the world…

  I’ve been drooling over his website for a few days now… Click here and see, 
why. Or stay on to read or drool some more with me…

His work statement runs like this:  For a number of years I have been us-
ing very long exposures that function like a movie set, condensing each 
photograph into a kind of 8-second micro movie.  This long exposure 

makes it possible to assemble key moments in a single take, analogous to 
the process of condensation in dreams.

His images make me feel like I’m in a dream of-some-kind.  Wouldn’t  you 
agree with me that his work is simply beautiful and dream like all at the same 

time.
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